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NLRB Election Rules

Obama-era changes shortened the voting 

process by tightening deadlines and 

streamlining procedures

Unions usually have the most worker support             

before filing a petition with the NLRB

Union’s believe if there’s more time from                                              

petition to election,   there’s more time for 

employers to coerce and intimidate

workers

Board is adopting new election procedures

To take effect in April 2020

Timelines now business days rather than calendar 

days

New procedures require that disputes over bargaining 

unit composition and voter eligibility get resolved 

before workers cast their votes

The time between the filing of a petition and the 

election may double or triple and likely have less 

success under the new rules



Business Email

NLRB ruled in 2014 that workers who have 

access to the Company’s e-mail system can 

use e-mail for pro-union activities

The Board determined that email has become 

a central and natural way for co-workers to 

organize and communicate

Businesses could still ban all non-work use of 

email, as opposed to a specific prohibition on 

union-related uses, if they could demonstrate 

that special circumstances justified a total
ban

On 12/17/19, the NLRB overturned earlier precedent in 

a case involving Caesars Entertainment

Employers now may restrict use of their email and 

other information technology systems to certain 

purposes so long as they don’t target union-related 

communications and activity

Employers have property and First Amendment rights 

to limit the use of their own email systems. 

Creates an exception for situations where there aren’t 

other reasonable means to communicate on non-

working time.                          www.unionbuiltpc.com
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Union Insignia

Past precedent recognizes a worker’s right to 

wear union insignia, and presumes that 

employers’ limitations are unlawful unless they 

demonstrate “special circumstances” justifying 

the restriction - E.g., Patient / employee safety

But cannot apply to non patient areas

Walmart imposed a rule that workers can only 

wear “small, non-distracting” insignia no larger 
than the size of employee name badges

12/23/19 Board Ruling – Walmart’s rule is lawful.

Upheld extension of the policy outside of the selling 

area 

Employers now can more easily restrict workers from 

wearing union buttons and other insignia

No longer need to show “special circumstances”

This opens the door to apply the same analysis to 

other areas involving the clash between facially 

neutral policies and Section 7 rights
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Confidentiality in 
Workplace Investigations

In 2015 the NLRB ruled that employers must 

justify the use of nondisclosure rules that ban 

employees from discussing an ongoing 

investigation

Ruling required businesses to make a case-by-

case determination of whether an investigation 

would be compromised if there isn’t an NDA

An employer can require confidentiality in a 

workplace investigation only if it has a 

“legitimate and substantial business

justification” that outweighs workers’ right to 
engage in concerted activity

On 12/17/19, the NLRB overturned this precedent ruling 

that employers may implement blanket nondisclosure 

rules requiring confidentiality during workplace 

investigations

This ruling relates to DURING the investigation – May need 

a more compelling reason to require confidentiality after 

the investigation is completed, for example the safety of 

the informant. Section 7 says that employees have the 

right to discuss disciplinary actions taken or not taken by 

the employer
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Joint Employer Status

Many businesses you interact with are locally 

owned franchises

A Dunkin Donuts restaurant worker is actually 

an employee of the franchisee

This makes it difficult to bring enforcement 

actions against the entire chain

Worker advocacy groups and Obama-era 

NLRB General Counsel sued McDonalds Corp. 
for labor violations committed by franchisees

After new appointees took over the NLRB, the Trump-era 

General Counsel settled the case over the objection

of the worker groups

The Administrative Law Judge rejected the settlement

as inadequate

Newly appointed board members overruled the judge

and dismissed the case
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Grievance Procedure

• Appointed Pro Labor Board Members to NLRB

• No restrictions on Unions filing unfair labor 

practices

• Appointed anti-Labor board members to NLRB

• Employers will have an easier time avoiding NLRB 

cases alleging unfair labor practices

• NLRB issues General Counsel Memorandums 18-09 

and 19-01:

• GC 19-01 also clarifies that in cases where the union 

claims mere negligence based on having lost track, 

misplaced, or otherwise forgotten about a grievance, 

the union should be required to “show the existence 

of established, reasonable procedures or systems in 

place to track grievances, without which, their 

defense should ordinarily fail.”https://unionbuiltpc.com/grievance-manager/

https://unionbuiltpc.com/nlrb-reinforces-memorandum-gc-18-09/
https://unionbuiltpc.com/grievance-manager/


Offensive Speech

Four Part Balancing Test:

1. The place of the discussion

2. The subject matter of the discussion

3. The nature of the employee outburst

4. Whether the outburst was provoked by the
employer’s unfair labor practices

Opened hearings on the effectiveness of the balancing 

test after NLRB rulings upholds worker’s rights to yell 

racial slurs at replacement workers and management

• Expect to see a bright-line rule
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Union Dues Collection

Employers are required to keep deducting union 

dues and transmit those funds to the union even 

after a contract ends

Provides the union with capital and strengthens 

their bargaining position

Union negotiations can last months or even years

Now Employers can unilaterally stop deducting union 

dues upon the expiration of a contract

Likely boost the employer’s leverage in negotiations
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Protecting Your Union

NLRB General Counsel Peter B. Robb is directing NLRB agents to spend their time investigating – and now 

litigating – these often-frivolous complaints against unions. The Trump administration has directed NLRB 

agents to focus on going after unions, rather than employers.

Union Officers have a fiduciary responsibility to their Union Membership and the NLRB will be holding your 

feet to the fire. If you do not have an adequate Grievance Tracking System in place, you are leaving 

yourself open to NLRB fines.

Let Union Built PC protect your Union from a rogue NLRB and an Anti-Union Republican Administration. We 

have our Grievance Manager Application to protect you from NLRB fines. With our Grievance Manager 

Standard at only $99 per month or our Grievance Manager Custom, you will have a powerful Tracking and 

Reporting System for all your grievances and arbitrations.

Call for more information 877-728-6466 or go to our website:
https://unionbuiltpc.com/grievance-manager/

https://unionbuiltpc.com/grievance-manager/

